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The rate-equation approximation is one of the most fundamental and universally employed simplifications in
laser analyses. The accuracy and regions of applicability of this approximation are explored in comparisons
with more rigorous semiclassical models. Higher-order rate-equation approximations are also developed, and
these improved models can yield much better accuracy than conventional rate equations with little added
complexity. The modified adiabatic elimination methods reported here would also be useful in reducing the
mathematical models governing other physical systems. @S1050-2947~97!08303-0#
PACS number~s!: 42.60.Lh, 42.55.Ah, 42.50.Gy
I. INTRODUCTION
Every analysis of laser behavior involves approximations.
One approximation that is included implicitly or explicitly in
most studies of laser amplification and oscillation has come
to be known as the rate-equation approximation. In this sim-
plification the atoms or molecules are described entirely in
terms of the populations of their various energy levels, and
the electromagnetic fields are described entirely in terms of
photon densities or intensities. In interactions between light
and atoms the level populations increase or decrease while
the photon numbers also change in such a way that energy is
conserved. The rate of change of these populations and den-
sities is governed by a set of first-order differential equations
that are referred to as rate equations.
In the rate equations, the physical processes that couple
the atomic populations to the intensities usually have very
simple forms and are identified as spontaneous emission,
stimulated emission, and absorption. In their most basic
form, these equations were established by Einstein in 1916
and were employed by him in deriving a fundamental rela-
tionship between the spontaneous- and stimulated-emission
rate coefficients @1#. With the invention of lasers, many other
uses for the rate equations have been developed. Among the
earliest rate-equation studies of laser oscillators were the
analyses by Statz and DeMars @2# and Dunsmuir @3#. These
authors were interested in the pulsations and relaxation os-
cillations that occur when there is a sudden change in any of
the parameters governing otherwise steady-state laser oscil-
lations. Their studies and many that followed focused on
systems in which the populations and intensities may vary in
time but not in space. Among the earliest rate-equation stud-
ies of laser amplifiers were the treatments by Wright and
Schulz-DuBois @4# and by Rigrod @5#. Their studies empha-
sized systems in which the populations and intensities may
vary in space but not in time. In addition, there have also
been numerous rate-equation studies of laser systems in
which both space and time effects are included. Such models
are essential for the treatment of pulse evolution in saturating
laser systems, and early treatments were those of Bellman,
Birnbaum, and Wagner @6#, Frantz and Nodvik @7#, and
Schulz-DuBois @8#. Later studies of these topics have in-
cluded more complicated energy-level structures and geom-
etries, but most are still basically rate-equation formulations.
Laser systems can also be analyzed using semiclassical
models. In these models the atomic behavior is based more
directly on Schro¨dinger’s equation ~or Dirac’s equation!,
while the electromagnetic fields are tied more closely to the
Maxwell-Heaviside equations. Early semiclassical models
for the dynamics of homogeneously broadened maser oscil-
lators were reported by Gurtovnik @9# and others, and a de-
tailed semiclassical analysis of homogeneously broadened
lasers was given by Tang @10#. The first comprehensive
semiclassical development for inhomogeneously broadened
lasers was by Lamb @11#. In principle, such semiclassical
models are able to represent atomic and electromagnetic
wave functions having arbitrary polarizations and arbitrarily
fast variations in time and space. In practice, even semiclas-
sical treatments typically incorporate approximations which
may significantly restrict their range of applicability. These
models do, however, retain information about the phases of
the atomic wave functions and the electromagnetic fields,
and it is exactly this phase information that is eliminated by
the rate-equation approximation. Within the rate-equation
approximation, the only dynamical variables are generally
the real amplitudes of the wave functions ~corresponding to
probability densities! and the fields ~corresponding to photon
densities or intensities!.
The usual reason for employing the rate-equation approxi-
mation when more rigorous models are available is to
achieve greater analytical simplicity. The rate-equation mod-
els have fewer equations and simpler variables, and solution
methods are always more straightforward. Explicit analytical
solutions can often be obtained, and in any case numerical
solutions are much less complicated. Thus, it is a matter of
considerable practical importance to know the conditions un-
der which the rate-equation models may be sufficiently ac-
curate for a particular application. A major purpose of this
study is to examine the limits of the rate-equation approxi-
mation, emphasizing its first and most basic application to
transients in laser oscillators. For this application one finds
that the rate-equation approximations are most likely to fail
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in lasers employing very high-gain-amplifying media; and
semiclassical spontaneous pulsations, for example, have only
been observed in high-gain lasers.
It is shown here that there is actually a hierarchy of rate-
equation approximations, and many simplifying advantages
of the rate-equation approach can be retained while increas-
ing substantially the accuracy of the overall results. Thus, in
the higher-order rate-equation approximations, the total num-
ber of equations is still reduced from the semiclassical mod-
els while the variables are the same simple scalar quantities
used in the more standard rate equations. The only penalty of
the new higher-order results appears in the form of extra
terms on the right-hand side of the first-order differential
equations. For some regions of operation, these new rate
equations are found to have significant advantages. The
modified adiabatic elimination methods employed here
would also be useful in reducing the mathematical models
governing other physical systems.
A general semiclassical model is reviewed in Sec. II for
the dynamics of a laser having arbitrary levels of homoge-
neous and inhomogeneous line broadening. Use of this start-
ing point provides a common basis for this analysis and pre-
vious investigations of laser instabilities @12#, a frequency
approximation @13#, time- @14#, and space- @15# derivative
approximations, and the rotating-wave approximation @16#.
The reduction of the semiclassical laser equations to simpler
rate-equation sets is discussed in Sec. III, and a detailed nu-
merical comparison of the various approximations is in-
cluded in Sec. IV. For small perturbations away from the
steady state, linearized solutions are useful; an investigation
of the linearized versions of the models is included in Sec. V.
II. GENERAL MODEL
The starting point for this study is the same basic one-
dimensional semiclassical model that has been employed in
Refs. @12–16# and elsewhere. The density-matrix equations
in this model take the form
S ]]t1v ]]z D rab~v ,va ,z ,t !52~ iva1g!rab~v ,va ,z ,t !
2
im
\
E~z ,t !@raa~v ,va ,z ,t !
2rbb~v ,va ,z ,t !# , ~1!
S ]]t1v ]]z D raa~v ,va ,z ,t !
5la~v ,va ,z ,t !2garaa~v ,va ,z ,t !
1F im\ E~z ,t !rba~v ,va ,z ,t !1c.c.G , ~2!
S ]]t1v ]]z D rbb~v ,va ,z ,t !
5lb~v ,va ,z ,t !2gbrbb~v ,va ,z ,t !
1gabraa~v ,va ,z ,t !
2F im\ E~z ,t !rba~v ,va ,z ,t !1c.c.G , ~3!
rba~v ,va ,z ,t !5rab* ~v ,va ,z ,t !, ~4!
where the subscripts a and b denote the upper and lower
laser levels, respectively, ga and gb are the total decay rates
of these levels, gab is the rate of direct decays from level a
to level b , g is the decay rate of the off-diagonal elements,
la and lb are the pumping rates, m is the dipole moment of
the laser transition, and the notation c.c. means the complex
conjugate of the preceding terms. The laser medium is as-
sumed to have both Doppler and non-Doppler broadening
mechanisms, with v being the z component of the velocity
and va the center frequency of the laser transition for mem-
bers of an atomic or molecular class a. The decay process
represented by gab is often missing from theoretical studies,
but it can have an important effect on the population of the
lower level of the laser transition.
To the density-matrix equations for the atomic or molecu-
lar populations and polarizations must be added an equation
for the electric field. The wave equation for the electric field
of a linearly polarized wave in a laser medium can be written
]2E~z ,t !
]z2
2m1s
]E~z ,t !
]t
2m1«1
]2E~z ,t !
]t2
5m1
]2P~z ,t !
]t2
.
~5!
The permeability m1 and permittivity «1 should be under-
stood to include all of the magnetic and dielectric properties
of the laser medium except for the polarization P(z ,t),
which is due to the lasing atoms or molecules. The polariza-
tion driving this equation can be related back to the off-
diagonal density matrix elements by
P~z ,t !5E
0
`E
2`
`
mrab~v ,va ,z ,t !dv dva1c.c. ~6!
Equations ~1!–~6! are a complete set from which the time
and space dependences of the electric field and of the atomic
or molecular parameters can be determined, subject to the
boundary conditions at the resonator mirrors.
The simplest dynamical solutions for the model described
by Eqs. ~1!–~6! are those that apply to uniformly pumped
one-directional ring lasers, in which both the electric field
and the polarization are traveling waves. If the gain and loss
in a ring laser can be considered to be uniformly distributed
over a completely filled cavity, then the rapid time and space
variations in the model can be factored out by means of the
substitutions
E~z ,t !5~1/2!E8~ t !exp~ ikz2ivt !1c.c., ~7!
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rab~v ,va ,z ,t !5P8~v ,va ,t !exp~ ikz2ivt !/2m . ~8!
With the usual rotating-wave approximation, these substitu-
tions lead to the new spatially independent set
]P8~v ,va ,t !
]t
5i~v2va2kv !P8~v ,va ,t !2gP8~v ,va ,t !
2
im2
\
E8~ t !@raa~v ,va ,t !2rbb~v ,va ,t !# ,
~9!
]raa~v ,va ,t !
]t
5la~v ,va ,t !2garaa~v ,va ,t !
1
i
4\ @E8~ t !P8*~v ,va ,t !
2E8*~ t !P8~v ,va ,t !# , ~10!
]rbb~v ,va ,t !
]t
5lb~v ,va ,t !2gbrbb~v ,va ,t !
1gabraa~v ,va ,t !
2
i
4\ @E8~ t !P8*~v ,va ,t !
2E8*~ t !P8~v ,va ,t !# , ~11!
d2E8~ t !
dt2 1S s«122iv D dE8~ t !dt 2S v22V21i s«1 v DE8~ t !
52
1
«1
S ]2]t2 E0`E2`` P8~v ,va ,t !dv dva
22iv
]
]t E0
`E
2`
`
P8~v ,va ,t !dv dva
2v2E
0
`E
2`
`
P8~v ,va ,t !dv dvaD , ~12!
where the new frequency V5k(m1«1)21/2 has been intro-
duced, and the conductivity s is understood to represent all
cavity losses. The limitations of the rotating-wave approxi-
mation have been explored in Ref. @16#.
It is now usual to drop some of the higher derivative
terms in the field equation by arguing that the field and po-
larization envelopes vary negligibly in an optical cycle and
that the losses per optical cycle are also negligible. The terms
that remain are
dE8~ t !
dt 52gcE8~ t !1i
~v22V2!
2v E8~ t !
1i
v
2«1
E
0
`E
2`
`
P8~v ,va ,t !dv dva , ~13!
where the losses are represented by the field decay rate
gc5s/2«1 . Within this approximation the frequency V can
now be recognized as the nondispersed cavity resonance fre-
quency, i.e., the lasing frequency that would result if the
dispersion or real part of the polarization P8(v ,va ,t) were
equal to zero. The consequences and limitations of this de-
rivative approximation have been considered in Ref. @14#.
Further frequency approximations are also commonly in-
troduced. If the lasing frequency v is close to the nondis-
persed frequency V, then the term ~v22V2!/2v can be ap-
proximated by v2V; if the lasing frequency is also close to
a characteristic frequency of the laser transition v0 , then the
v multiplying the polarization integrals may be replaced by
v0 . With these approximations, Eq. ~10! reduces to
dE8~ t !
dt 52gcE8~ t !1i~v2V!E8~ t !
1i
v0
2«1
E
0
`E
2`
`
P8~v ,va ,t !dv dva . ~14!
This result appears in one form or another in most semiclas-
sical laser models. The limitations on the validity of the fre-
quency approximations for steady-state laser behavior have
been considered in Ref. @13#.
The polarization amplitude P8(v ,va ,t) and the field am-
plitude E8(t) appearing in Eqs. ~9!–~11! and ~14! are com-
plex quantities. It is helpful to separate them into their real
and imaginary parts in the forms E8(t)5Er(t)1iEi(t) and
P8(v ,va ,t)5Pr(v ,va ,t)1iPi(v ,va ,t). With these substi-
tutions the model becomes
]Pr~v ,va ,t !
]t
52~v2va2kv !Pi~v ,va ,t !2gPr~v ,va ,t !
1
m2
\
Ei~ t !D~v ,va ,t !, ~15!
]Pi~v ,va ,t !
]t
5~v2va2kv !Pr~v ,va ,t !2gPi~v ,va ,t !
2
m2
\
Er~ t !D~v ,va ,t !, ~16!
]D~v ,va ,t !
]t
5la~v ,va ,t !2lb~v ,va ,t !
2
ga1gab1gb
2 D~v ,va ,t !
2
ga1gab2gb
2 M ~v ,va ,t !
1
1
\
@Er~ t !Pi~v ,va ,t !2Ei~ t !Pr~v ,va ,t !# ,
~17!
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]M ~v ,va ,t !
]t
5la~v ,va ,t !1lb~v ,va ,t !
2
ga2gab2gb
2 D~v ,va ,t !
2
ga2gab1gb
2 M ~v ,va ,t !, ~18!
dEr~ t !
dt 52gcEr~ t !2~v2V!Ei~ t !
2
v0
2«1
E
0
`E
2`
`
Pi~v ,va ,t !dv dva , ~19!
dEi~ t !
dt 52gcEi~ t !1~v2V!Er~ t !
1
v0
2«1
E
0
`E
2`
`
Pr~v ,va ,t !dv dva , ~20!
where we have also introduced the population difference
D(v ,va ,t)5raa(v ,va ,t)2rbb(v ,va ,t) and sum
M (v ,va ,t)5raa(v ,va ,t)1rbb(v ,va ,t). Equations ~15!–
~20! summarize an established model for the dynamics of
laser oscillators, and they are applicable to a wide range of
transient phenomena such as instabilities, the giant pulsa-
tions arising from gain or loss switching, and damped relax-
ation oscillations as a laser returns to cw operation. While
they appear as six equations, there are of course many times
more equations, depending on the way in which the inhomo-
geneous broadening must be represented by multiple values
of the population and polarization variables. These equations
will serve as our starting point for discussions of the rate-
equation approximation.
The basic idea behind the usual or zeroth-order rate-
equation approximation is that in many laser systems neither
the electric field nor the atomic populations vary signifi-
cantly within the coherence time of the atomic wave func-
tions. In this case, the polarization amplitudes Pr(v ,va ,t)
and Pi(v ,va ,t), which decay according to the coherence
decay rate, will always be instantaneous functions of the
fields and populations; and the derivatives in the polarization
equations @Eqs. ~15! and ~16!# can be set equal to zero. This
assignment eliminates two differential equations from the
mathematical model, and in some cases this substantial sim-
plification even makes possible analytical solutions. On the
other hand, it is sometimes the case that the electric field and
populations do change significantly during the coherence
time, and the rate-equation approximation would then seem
to be inapplicable. We will find in the following investiga-
tion that it is sometimes helpful to employ a new higher-
order rate-equation approximation for those circumstances
where the coherence decay rate is large but not infinite. In
this case, elimination of the polarization differential equation
is still possible, but as noted above additional terms may be
necessary in the remaining equations. This approach will be
outlined here for the general model that has been developed
above, and it will be explored in detail in the following sec-
tions for the simpler special case of a laser having only ho-
mogeneous line broadening.
Equations ~15! and ~16! can be interpreted as ordinary
linear first-order differential equations with nonconstant co-
efficients. Thus, their formal solutions can be written as @17#
Pr~v ,va ,t !5E
2`
t
exp@g~ t82t !#
3F2~v2va2kv !Pi~v ,va ,t8!
1
m2
\
Ei~ t8!D~v ,va ,t8!Gdt8, ~21!
Pi~v ,va ,t !5E
2`
t
exp@g~ t82t !#
3F ~v2va2kv !Pr~v ,va ,t8!
2
m2
\
Er~ t8!D~v ,va ,t8!Gdt8, ~22!
where it is assumed that the polarization components vanish
at the initial time t52` . These are, of course, not complete
solutions and have only served to transform the differential
equations into integral equations. For large values of the co-
herence decay rate g, however, the exponential functions in-
side of the integrands act like Dirac d functions. Thus, the
values of the other functions within the integrand are only
important for times within about g21 of the time t . If those
functions vary negligibly within that time, they may be re-
moved from the integral after evaluation at the time t of the
d-function maximum. The results of this simplification are
Pr~v ,va ,t !5F2~v2va2kv !Pi~v ,va ,t !1 m2\
3Ei~ t !D~v ,va ,t !G E
2`
t
exp@g~ t82t !#dt8
5
1
g F2~v2va2kv !Pi~v ,va ,t !
1
m2
\
Ei~ t !D~v ,va ,t !G , ~23!
Pi~v ,va ,t !5F ~v2va2kv !Pr~v ,va ,t !2 m2\
3Er~ t !D~v ,va ,t !G E
2`
t
exp@g~ t82t !#dt8
5
1
g F ~v2va2kv !Pr~v ,va ,t !
2
m2
\
Er~ t !D~v ,va ,t !G . ~24!
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Equations ~23! and ~24! represent the usual rate-equation ap-
proximation and, as suggested above, the same results would
be obtained by simply dropping the derivatives in Eqs. ~15!
and ~16!. The reasons for the more formal approach used
here is that it will lead naturally to more accurate approxi-
mations.
The process just described may be viewed as the elimina-
tion of a differential equation from a physical model on the
basis that its associated relaxation rate is fast compared to
other time dependences in the model. This sort of reduction
is sometimes referred to as adiabatic elimination, and it has
been discussed in many places. In the laser context it has
been examined in detail, for example, in Ref. @18#. In the
following discussion we consider a possible improvement of
the adiabatic elimination method that might be considered an
adaptation of Laplace’s method for approximating integrals
@19#.
Before proceeding with our discussion of improved rate-
equation models, it may be appropriate to emphasize the
mathematical simplifications that result from the lowest-
order rate-equation approximation that has just been made.
In particular, Eqs. ~23! and ~24! can now be solved explicitly
for the real and imaginary components of the polarization,
and the results are
Pr~v ,va ,t !5
m2D~v ,va ,t !
g\
3
@~v2va2kv !/g#Er~ t !1Ei~ t !
11@~v2va2kv !/g#2
, ~25!
Pi~v ,va ,t !5
m2D~v ,va ,t !
g\
3
@~v2va2kv !/g#Ei~ t !2Er~ t !
11@~v2va2kv !/g#2
. ~26!
If Eqs. ~25! and ~26! are substituted into Eqs. ~17!–~20!, one
finds that the governing model for the laser dynamics con-
sists of four equations rather than the previous six:
]D~v ,va ,t !
]t
5la~v ,va ,t !2lb~v ,va ,t !
2
ga1gab1gb
2 D~v ,va ,t !
2
ga1gab2gb
2 M ~v ,va ,t !
2
m2D~v ,va ,t !
g\2
Er
2~ t !1Ei
2~ t !
11@~v2va2kv !/g#2
,
~27!
]M ~v ,va ,t !
]t
5la~v ,va ,t !1lb~v ,va ,t !
2
ga2gab2gb
2 D~v ,va ,t !
2
ga2gab1gb
2 M ~v ,va ,t !, ~28!
dEr~ t !
dt 52gcEr~ t !2~v2V!Ei~ t !
2
v0m
2
2«1g\
@~v2va2kv !/g#Ei~ t !2Er~ t !
11@~v2va2kv !/g#2
3E
0
`E
2`
`
D~v ,va ,t !dv dva , ~29!
dEi~ t !
dt 52gcEi~ t !1~v2V!Er~ t !
1
v0m
2
2«1g\
@~v2va2kv !/g#Er~ t !1Ei~ t !
11@~v2va2kv !/g#2
3E
0
`E
2`
`
D~v ,va ,t !dv dva . ~30!
It may be noted that with the elimination of the polariza-
tions from Eqs. ~27!–~28!, all information about the phase of
the atomic wave functions has been lost. If Eq. ~29! is mul-
tiplied by 2Er(t) and Eq. ~30! is multiplied by 2Ei(t) and
the results are added, one obtains the result
d@Er
2~ t !1Ei
2~ t !#
dt 522gc@Er
2~ t !1Ei
2~ t !#
1
v0m
2
«1g\
Er
2~ t !1Ei
2~ t !
11@~v2va2kv !/g#2
3E
0
`E
2`
`
D~v ,va ,t !dv dva . ~31!
From Eqs. ~27!, ~28!, and ~30! it is clear that the phase in-
formation concerning the fields has no effect on the popula-
tions or the intensity. In short, the rate-equation approxima-
tion reduced the original six equation set to only three
equations. It is such simplifications that are the motivation
for employing this approximation.
The key step in obtaining the rate-equation approximation
was being able to remove the slowly varying laser param-
eters from the integrals in Eqs. ~21! and ~22!. If these param-
eters vary significantly within a time of g21, the rate-
equation approximation cannot be justified. On the other
hand, this method of developing the approximation also
leads to the possibility of obtaining better approximations
that might be valid for moderate parameter variations within
the time g21. In particular, it is very useful to expand the
parameters in the integrands of Eqs. ~21! and ~22! in a Taylor
series about the time t . This procedure introduces derivatives
of the parameters within the integrals, but at least for the
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next order of accuracy these derivatives are known already
from the other equations in the model. With the introduction
of these equations, the integrals can again be performed ana-
lytically; and the results are a new set of rate equations with
much better accuracy than the usual zeroth-order set. To
minimize the mathematical clutter, this procedure is illus-
trated in detail in the next section for the simplest special
case of a homogeneously broadened laser. The generaliza-
tion to other laser models of the present section or to other
physical models found elsewhere will be seen to be straight-
forward.
III. HOMOGENEOUS BROADENING
For a more detailed discussion of the rate-equation ap-
proximation, it is helpful to start from a simplified version of
the laser model developed in the preceding section. To be
specific, we will move to the simplest possible semiclassical
laser model. First, we restrict our attention to homoge-
neously broadened media. In this case the intrinsic center
frequencies of the atoms are all identical and their velocities
are zero. Thus, we replace the variable va with the constant
v0 , and we replace v with zero. Then, with a straightforward
change of variables, Eqs. ~15!–~20! reduce to
dPr~ t !
dt 52~v2v0!Pi~ t !2gPr~ t !1
m2
\
Ei~ t !D~ t !,
~32!
dPi~ t !
dt 5~v2v0!Pr~ t !2gPi~ t !2
m2
\
Er~ t !D~ t !,
~33!
dD~ t !
dt 5la~ t !2lb~ t !2
ga1gab1gb
2 D~ t !
2
ga1gab2gb
2 M ~ t !1
1
\
@Er~ t !Pi~ t !
2Ei~ t !Pr~ t !# , ~34!
dM ~ t !
dt 5la~ t !1lb~ t !2
ga2gab2gb
2 D~ t !
2
ga2gab1gb
2 M ~ t !, ~35!
dEr~ t !
dt 52gcEr~ t !2~v2V!Ei~ t !2
v0
2«1
Pi~ t !, ~36!
dEi~ t !
dt 52gcEi~ t !1~v2V!Er~ t !1
v0
2«1
Pr~ t !. ~37!
The previous laser model appeared to contain six coupled
differential equations, but with inhomogeneous broadening
the actual number of equations was much larger. Now, in the
homogeneous limit, Eqs. ~32!–~37! really are just six equa-
tions.
It is also helpful to adopt a simpler energy-level scheme.
For example, if gb is set equal to ga1gab , then Eq. ~34!
becomes independent of the parameter M (t). If gab is small
compared to ga , this condition has the interpretation that the
net decay rates of the two levels are almost equal. In this
case, Eq. ~35! for M (t) can be ignored and, with suitable
redefinitions of the pumping and decay rates, Eq. ~34! can be
written
dD~ t !
dt 5ld~ t !2gdD~ t !1
1
\
@Er~ t !Pi~ t !2Ei~ t !Pr~ t !# .
~38!
This same form can also be obtained by assuming that the
lower state remains empty. In either case the model now
consists of five coupled differential equations.
Finally, we will also assume that the laser frequency and
cavity resonance are at the center frequency of the atomic
transition ~v5v05V!. With this restriction it is possible to
set Pr(t) and Ei(t) equal to zero, and our general model
reduces to the familiar set @10#
dPi~ t !
dt 52gPi~ t !2
m2
\
Er~ t !D~ t !, ~39!
dD~ t !
dt 5ld~ t !2gdD~ t !1
1
\
Er~ t !Pi~ t !, ~40!
dEr~ t !
dt 52gcEr~ t !2
v0
2«1
Pi~ t !. ~41!
For notational simplicity we use normalized forms of the
dependent variables and Eqs. ~39!–~41! become @20#
dP~ t !
dt 52g@P~ t !1A~ t !D~ t !# , ~42!
dD~ t !
dt 52gd@D~ t !2r~ t !2A~ t !P~ t !# , ~43!
dA~ t !
dt 52gc@A~ t !1P~ t !# , ~44!
where A(t) represents the amplitude of the electric field. The
symbol r represents the pump rate as a threshold parameter,
and steady-state lasing is not possible if r is not a constant
greater than unity.
As in the preceding section, we see that Eq. ~42! may be
regarded as a linear first-order differential equation with non-
constant coefficients. The formal solution of this equation
can be written
P~ t !52gE
2`
t
exp@g~ t82t !#A~ t8!D~ t8!dt8, ~45!
where it is again assumed that the polarization components
vanish at the initial time t52` . As discussed above, it is
now helpful to replace the functions in the integrand by their
Taylor series expansions in the vicinity of the time t , the
effective peak of the d function:
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A~ t8!5A~ t !1
dA~ t !
dt ~ t82t !1
1
2!
d2A~ t !
dt2 ~ t82t !
2
1
1
3!
d3A~ t !
dt3 ~ t82t !
31••• , ~46!
D~ t8!5D~ t !1
dD~ t !
dt ~ t82t !1
1
2!
d2D~ t !
dt2 ~ t82t !
2
1
1
3!
d3D~ t !
dt3 ~ t82t !
31••• . ~47!
We will identify the terms in these series according to the
power to which the term (t82t) is raised. Thus, A(t) is the
zeroth-order term in the Taylor series expansion of A(t8)
about the time t .
If the series in Eqs. ~46! and ~47! are substituted into Eq.
~45!, the formal solution for the polarization, one obtains the
expansion
P~ t !52gE
2`
t
exp@g~ t82t !#S A~ t !1 dA~ t !dt ~ t82t !
1
1
2!
d2A~ t !
dt2 ~ t82t !
21••• D SD~ t !1 dD~ t !dt ~ t82t !
1
1
2!
d2D~ t !
dt2 ~ t82t !
21••• D dt8
52gFA~ t !D~ t !E
2`
t
exp@g~ t82t !#dt81S A~ t ! dD~ t !dt
1D~ t !
dA~ t !
dt D E2`t exp@g~ t82t !#~ t82t !dt8
1S 12! A~ t ! d2D~ t !dt2 1 dA~ t !dt dD~ t !dt
1
1
2! D~ t !
d2A~ t !
dt2 D E2`t exp@g~ t82t !#~ t82t !2dt8
1•••G . ~48!
With the change of variables x5g(t2t8), the integrals can
be written more simply and Eq. ~48! takes the form
P~ t !52A~ t !D~ t !E
0
`
exp~2x !dx1
1
g S A~ t ! dD~ t !dt
1D~ t !
dA~ t !
dt D E0`x exp~2x !dx
2
1
g2 S 12! A~ t ! d
2D~ t !
dt2 1
dA~ t !
dt
dD~ t !
dt
1
1
2! D~ t !
d2A~ t !
dt2 D E0`x2 exp~2x !dx1••• .
~49!
The integrals in Eq. ~49! can be evaluated using the for-
mula @21#
E
0
`
xn exp~2x !dx5n!, ~50!
and the result of this substitution in Eq. ~49! is
P~ t !52A~ t !D~ t !1
1
g S A~ t ! dD~ t !dt 1D~ t ! dA~ t !dt D
2
1
g2 S A~ t ! d
2D~ t !
dt2 12
dA~ t !
dt
dD~ t !
dt
1D~ t !
d2A~ t !
dt2 D1••• . ~51!
The first term in this expansion leads, of course, to the usual
rate-equation approximation. We refer to this term alone as
the zeroth-order rate-equation approximation, and it was de-
rived for the more general laser model in the preceding sec-
tion. The first two terms taken together represent the first-
order approximation, and so on. The higher-order terms in
this expansion quickly lead to rather messy mathematics, and
convergence of the overall process is not obvious. The first-
order approximation, however, is easy to work out in detail,
and we will find that it can lead to a significant improvement
in accuracy for a wide range of operating conditions when
the polarization decay rate is large but not infinite.
If the first-order approximation for the polarization in Eq.
~51! is substituted into the population and field equations
given as Eqs. ~43! and ~44!, one obtains the set
dD~ t !
dt 52gdFD~ t !2r~ t !1A2~ t !D~ t !2 Ag S A~ t ! dD~ t !dt
1D~ t !
dA~ t !
dt D G , ~52!
dA~ t !
dt 52gcFA~ t !2A~ t !D~ t !1 1g S A~ t ! dD~ t !dt
1D~ t !
dA~ t !
dt D G . ~53!
In terms of the normalized intensity I(t)5A2(t), these equa-
tions can also be written
dD~ t !
dt 52gdSD~ t !2r~ t !1I~ t !D~ t !2 I~ t !g dD~ t !dt
2
D~ t !
2g
dI~ t !
dt D , ~54!
dI~ t !
dt 522gcS I~ t !2I~ t !D~ t !1 I~ t !g dD~ t !dt 1 D~ t !2g dI~ t !dt D .
~55!
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It is clear from the form of Eqs. ~54! and ~55! that the
derivative terms on the right-hand side will drop out in the
usual zeroth-order rate-equation limit, in which the coher-
ence decay rate approaches infinity. Retaining these terms,
there are still at least two reasonable approaches that one
could take in working toward solutions. The simplest idea
would be to replace the derivatives on the right-hand side of
the equations with their zeroth-order approximations ~from
the same equations with g5`!. This apparent further ap-
proximation is not necessary, however, and instead we group
the derivatives to the left-hand sides of the equations, yield-
ing
S 2 1gd 1 I~ t !g D dD~ t !dt 1 D~ t !2g dI~ t !dt 5D~ t !2r~ t !
1I~ t ! D~ t !, ~56!
2
I~ t !
g
dD~ t !
dt 1S 2 12gc2 D~ t !2g D dI~ t !dt 5I~ t !2I~ t !D~ t !.
~57!
Equations ~56! and ~57! may be regarded as two equations in
two unknowns for the derivatives of the population and the
intensity. They may be readily solved for these derivatives
and the results are
dD~ t !
dt 5
2gdH @D~ t !2r~ t !1I~ t ! D~ t !#2 gcg @r~ t !2I~ t !2D~ t !#D~ t !J
12
gd
g
I~ t !1
gc
g
D~ t !
, ~58!
dI~ t !
dt 5
22gcI~ t !H @12D~ t !#1 gdg @r~ t !2I~ t !2D~ t !#J
12
gd
g
I~ t !1
gc
g
D~ t !
. ~59!
We refer to Eqs. ~58! and ~59! as the first-order rate-
equations, and higher-order forms can be developed in a
similar way by retaining higher-order derivatives in the vari-
ous expansions. The zeroth-order limit is obtained from these
equations when the polarization decay rate is much larger
than both the population and field decay rates. For reference,
we also write the familiar zeroth-order equations explicitly
here:
dD~ t !
dt 52gd@D~ t !2r~ t !1I~ t !D~ t !# , ~60!
dI~ t !
dt 522gcI~ t !@12D~ t !# . ~61!
These forms are equivalent to the rate equations of Statz and
DeMars @2# and Dunsmuir @3#. To this level of approxima-
tion it is possible that other arrangements of the correction
terms in Eqs. ~58! and ~59! would be equally accurate. For
example, one could imagine moving the corrections in the
denominators into the numerators on the basis that they
might be small compared to unity. The advantages of such
potential rearrangements are not very obvious, and we do not
consider them further.
IV. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
Except in very special cases, it proves to be difficult to
find analytic solutions to any of the dynamical equations
developed above. Numerical solutions, however, are always
possible. In this section, we examine numerically some of
the implications of the three models described above. These
include the simplest possible three-equation model for the
homogeneously broadened laser, which we will call the exact
model, and the two lowest-level rate-equation models.
One difficulty in determining the general behavior possi-
bilities for the laser models is the number of independent
parameters that they contain. In Eqs. ~42!–~44!, for example,
one encounters the polarization decay rate g, the population
decay rate gd , the field amplitude or cavity decay rate gc ,
and the threshold parameter r(t). It is convenient to absorb
one of the decay rates into a normalization of the time vari-
able; and, as in a study of laser instabilities, we introduce the
new time constant t5gct @20#. With this change of vari-
ables, Eqs. ~42!–~44! can be written
dP~t!
dt 52d@P~t!1A~t!D~t!# , ~62!
dD~t!
dt 52dr@D~t!2r~t!2A~t!P~t!# , ~63!
dA~t!
dt 52@A~t!1P~t!# , ~64!
where we have also introduced the decay-rate ratios r5gd/g
and d5g/gc @20#. With these normalizations the equations
now have only three parameters: d, r, and r .
The two rate-equation approximations can be simplified
in a similar way. Thus, the first-order rate-equation model
given in Eqs. ~58! and ~59! can be written
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dD~t!
dt 5
2dr$@D~t!2r~t!1I~t!D~t!#2@r2I~t!2D~t!#D~t!/d%
12rI~t!1D~t!/d , ~65!
dI~t!
dt 5
22I~t!$@12D~t!#1r@r2I~t!2D~t!#%
12rI~t!1D~t!/d .
~66!
Similarly, the zeroth-order approximation follows from Eqs.
~60! and ~61!:
dD~t!
dt 52dr@D~t!2r~t!1I~t!D~t!# , ~67!
dI~t!
dt 522I~t!@12D~t!# . ~68!
The most straightforward way to compare the three mod-
els that have just been summarized is to graphically super-
impose their predictions for the same set of conditions. The
rate-equation approximations are only expected to be useful
for relatively large values of the coherence decay rate g. In
the simplified notation employed above, it is clear that these
models should be compared especially for the cases d@1 and
r!1. Figure 1 includes plots of the response of a prepumped
laser when a small initial field amplitude (A50.01) is intro-
duced according to each of the three models. The decay-rate
ratios in this case have the intermediate values d510 and
r50.1. In Fig. 1~a!, the threshold parameter has the modest
practical value r52, and it can be seen from the figure that
in this case the output consists of a single pulse that decays
directly to the steady-state output value I51. This operating
state might be thought to lie well within the usual rate-
equation conditions, and it can be seen from the figure that
the exact model and the first-order rate-equation model are
almost indistinguishable. The only noticeable difference is
that the initial pulse is just slightly early in the first-order
rate-equation case.
In contrast to the first-order case, the zeroth-order rate-
equation limit involves much more substantial errors. The
output pulse is significantly early and slightly small com-
pared to the exact model. Figure 1~b! repeats the same cal-
culations, but with the higher threshold parameter value
r55. The general differences between the models are con-
tinued for this higher pump rate, but the pulses generally are
earlier and larger. For very large and less practical pump
rates the differences between the models increase. With these
decay-rate ratios, the first-order model ultimately leads to
implausible behavior because the correction terms may cease
to be small or may change sign. The zeroth-order model, on
the other hand, continues to look plausible but in fact also
departs dramatically from the exact solution.
To provide further insight into the agreements and dis-
crepancies between the models, other numerical solutions are
FIG. 1. Intensity as a function of time in a prepumped laser
having the decay rate ratios r5gd/g50.1 and d5g/gc510. In ~a!
the threshold parameter is r52 and in ~b! it is r55. For most
practical operating conditions, the first-order rate-equation approxi-
mation provides much better agreement with the exact model than
does the usual zeroth-order approximation.
FIG. 2. Intensity as a function of time in a prepumped laser
having the decay rate ratios r50.01 and d510. In ~a! the threshold
parameter is r52 and in ~b! it is r55.
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presented in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2 the decay-rate ratios
have the values d510 and r50.01, and the threshold param-
eter again takes on the values r52 @Fig. 2~a!# and r55 @Fig.
2~b!#. In these cases, the response of the laser might be char-
acterized as a giant pulse followed by damped relaxation
oscillations. The first-order rate-equation approximation
again agrees very closely with the exact solution, while the
shortcomings of the zeroth-order model in pulse timing and
height are conspicuous. In Fig. 3 the decay-rate ratios have
the values d5100 and r50.1, and the threshold parameter
again takes on the values r52 and r55. In these cases, the
response is so strongly damped that no pulse forms, and it
may be seen that both of the rate-equation approximations
are in close agreement with the exact model.
V. LINEARIZATION
As noted above, numerical methods are required to solve
the nonlinear models of interest here for arbitrary values of
the various parameters. However, an extremely useful ap-
proximation is obtained by restricting attention to a region
very close to a steady-state operating point. In this case, the
equations can be linearized, and solutions become much
more straightforward. Although this method is usually ap-
plied to homogeneously broadened media, it can also be em-
ployed with inhomogeneous broadening @22#.
The linearization of Eqs. ~42!–~44! is obtained by means
of the substitutions P(t)5P11P8(t), D(t)5D11D8(t),
and A(t)5A11A8(t), where the primed perturbation quan-
tities are assumed to always remain very small compared to
the corresponding subscripted steady-state values. If the qua-
dratic terms in the primed quantities are assumed to be neg-
ligible, these substitutions reduce Eqs. ~42!–~44! to the linear
set
dP8~ t !
dt 52g@P8~ t !1A1D8~ t !1A8~ t !D1# , ~69!
dD8~ t !
dt 52gd@D8~ t !2A1P8~ t !2A8~ t !P1# , ~70!
dA8~ t !
dt 52gc@A8~ t !1P8~ t !# . ~71!
The associated steady-state solutions are P152A1 , D151,
and A 125r21.
The advantage of linear equations, of course, is that the
solutions are always in the form of exponentials. Thus one is
led to try solutions of the form P8(t)5P9 Re@exp(st)#,
D8(t)5D9 Re@exp(st)#, and A8(t)5A9 Re@exp(st)#, where
Re denotes the real part. The results of these substitutions are
the algebraic equations
sP952g~P91A1D91A9D1!, ~72!
sD952gd~D92A1P92A9P1!, ~73!
sA952gc~A91P9!. ~74!
These equations can be combined with the steady-state re-
sults to obtain a cubic equation for the complex eigenvalue s:
s31~g1gc1gd!s
21gd~gc1rg!s12~r21 !ggcgd50.
~75!
FIG. 4. Oscillation frequency as a function of d for r50.1. In ~a!
the threshold parameter is r52 and in ~b! it is r55. The first-order
approximation is more accurate than the zeroth-order approxima-
tion, especially for smaller values of the threshold parameter.
FIG. 3. Intensity as a function of time in a prepumped laser
having the decay rate ratios r50.1 and d5100. In ~a! the threshold
parameter is r52 and in ~b! it is r55. In this limit, both approxi-
mations agree well with the exact solutions.
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The rate-equation models can also be linearized and
solved. Thus, the linearization of the first-order model given
in Eqs. ~58! and ~59! is also obtained by means of the sub-
stitutions D(t)5D11D8(t), and A(t)5A11A8(t). If the
quadratic terms in the small quantities are neglected, these
equations become
dD8~ t !
dt 5
2gd$rD8~ t !1I8~ t !1~gc /g!@D8~ t !1I8~ t !#%
12~gd /g!~r21 !1~gc /g!
,
~76!
dI8~ t !
dt 5
22gc~r21 !$2D8~ t !2~gd /g!@D8~ t !1I8~ t !#%
12~gd /g!~r21 !1~gc /g!
,
~77!
where the steady-state results D151 and I15r21 have al-
ready been introduced.
One is again led to try solutions of the form
D8(t)5D9 Re@exp(st)# and I8(t)5I9 Re@exp(st)#, and the
results of these substitutions in Eqs. ~76! and ~77! are
sD95
2gd@rD91I91~gc /g!~D91I9!#
12~gd /g!~r21 !1~gc /g!
, ~78!
sI95
2gc~r21 !@D91~gd /g!~D91I9!#
12~gd /g!~r21 !1~gc /g!
. ~79!
These equations can be combined to obtain a quadratic equa-
tion for the complex eigenvalue s:
S 12 gdg ~r21 !1 gcg D s21gdF rS 12 2gcg D1 3gcg Gs
12gcgd~r21 !50. ~80!
In the zeroth-order approximation, the decay-rate ratios in
Eq. ~80! vanish, and the complex eigenvalues are solutions
of the familiar equation
s21gdrs12gcgd~r21 !50. ~81!
In summary, we now have three different equations for
the complex oscillation frequency s . These include Eq. ~75!
for our so-called exact solutions, Eq. ~80! for our first-order
rate-equation approximation, and Eq. ~81! for the standard
zeroth-order rate-equation approximation. As with the nu-
merical solutions discussed above, it is convenient to absorb
the field decay rate into the complex oscillation frequency by
means of the substitution x5s/gc . With this substitution,
Eqs. ~75!, ~80!, and ~81! reduce, respectively, to the simpler
forms
x31~11d1rd!x21rd~11rd!x12rd2~r21 !50,
~82!
@12r~r21 !11/d#x21rd@r~122/d!13/d#x12rd~r21 !
50, ~83!
x21rdrx12rd~r21 !50, ~84!
where our previous decay-rate ratios have also been em-
ployed.
FIG. 5. Oscillation frequency as a function of d for r50.01. In
~a! the threshold parameter is r52 and in ~b! it is r55. The first-
order approximation is almost indistinguishable from the exact so-
lution for both values of the threshold parameter.
FIG. 6. Damping rate as a function of d for r50.1. In ~a! the
threshold parameter is r52 and in ~b! it is r55. The first-order
approximation is more accurate than the zeroth-order approxima-
tion, especially for smaller values of the threshold parameter.
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Equations ~82!–~84! may be solved analytically using
well known methods @23#. The real and imaginary parts of
the complex frequency x are proportional to the damping and
the frequency of small amplitude relaxation oscillations, re-
spectively @22#. The oscillation frequency for the three mod-
els is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the lifetime ratio d for
r50.1. In Fig. 4~a! the threshold parameter has the modest
value r52, and it can be seen that the first-order and the
exact solutions are in very good agreement for all values of
d. This is a better result than one might have anticipated,
since it is only for large values of d that our derivation of the
first-order approximation would seem to be valid. In general,
the zeroth-order result is not nearly as accurate. In Fig. 4~b!
the same calculations are done but for the larger threshold
parameter value r55. In this case, the approximations may
only be said to provide a qualitative description of the oscil-
lation frequency. The approximations improve as the value
of r is decreased. As shown in Fig. 5, with r50.01 the first-
order approximation is almost indistinguishable from the ex-
act solution for all values of d and for both values of the
threshold parameter. On the other hand, even in this case the
ordinary zeroth-order approximation is seen to lead to sub-
stantial errors in estimating the relaxation oscillation fre-
quency.
In a similar way, the real part of the complex oscillation
frequency can be obtained to study the damping rate of the
relaxation oscillations. The damping rate for the three mod-
els is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the lifetime ratio d for
r50.1. In Fig. 6~a! the threshold parameter again has the
value r52, and it can be seen that the first-order model
provides good results down to d values of about two or three.
Again, the usual zeroth-order result is not nearly so good. In
Fig. 6~b! the calculations are repeated for the larger threshold
parameter value. In this case, the approximations are again
only qualitatively accurate. For smaller values of r the range
of usefulness of the first-order approximation is greatly in-
creased. As shown in Fig. 7, with r50.01 this approximation
is almost indistinguishable from the exact solution for values
of d greater than two or three for both values of the threshold
parameter. The zeroth-order approximation is not nearly as
accurate.
VI. CONCLUSION
Many methods have been developed for analyzing the dy-
namical behavior of lasers. Among the more rigorous of
these are the so-called semiclassical models, which are based
directly on the Maxwell-Heaviside and Schro¨dinger equa-
tions. While these rigorous models are necessary for the in-
vestigation of some important laser phenomena, it is often
possible and desirable to use more simplified formulations.
One of the best known of these simplifications is the so-
called rate-equation approximation. In this approximation,
the phase relaxation rate of the atomic or molecular wave
functions is assumed to be much larger than any other rate of
interest, and thus the polarization amplitude associated with
the wave functions can be regarded as an instantaneous func-
tion of the electromagnetic field amplitude and population
variables. In this study the range of validity of the usual
rate-equation approximation has been explored in detail and
a more accurate rate-equation model has been developed. In
this model, the polarization is still eliminated as a dynamical
variable, but the coherence decay rate is retained in the equa-
tions. It has been shown here that this intermediate formula-
tion is only slightly more complicated than the usual rate-
equation model while providing dramatically improved
accuracy for most practical laser operating conditions.
The model reduction procedure described here should be
useful in other applications as well. It may be of interest for
any situation in which one variable is adiabatically elimi-
nated from a dynamical model. In the laser context again, it
may be noted that for some lasers it makes sense to consider
eliminating the electric-field amplitude on the basis that the
field decay rate is faster than the polarization and population
decay rates. Although not so common as the rate-equation
approximation, this situation has also long been recognized
@10#. Using the methods described here, useful intermediate
results for this case can readily be obtained.
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FIG. 7. Damping rate as a function of d for r50.01. In ~a! the
threshold parameter is r52 and in ~b! it is r55. The first-order
approximation is almost indistinguishable from the exact solution
for both values of the threshold parameter and d greater than 2 or 3.
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